
Geography Year 10 Topic 1: The challenge of Natural Hazards (Tectonics & Weather)

Keywords

Natural Hazard: A hazard that cause damage and 

pose a risk to life

Hazard Risk: The chance of being affected by a 

natural hazard

Earthquake: A sudden, violent period of ground 

shaking. Pressure and friction is released suddenly as 

the plates move.

Plate Margin: The point where two tectonic plates 

meet

Global atmospheric circulation: The circulation of the 

earth’s heat and weather

Tropical Storm: Huge spiralling storms in an area of 

low pressure called hurricanes, cyclones and typhoons.

Track: The route of a tropical storm

Extreme Weather: Weather events which do not fit the 

normal weather pattern

Climate Change: A long term change in weather due 

to the Earth’s increase temperature 

Quaternary Period: Last 2.6 million years where 

temperatures have fluctuated

Primary Effect: The initial impact of a natural event

Secondary Effect: After-effects of a natural event, 

sometimes on a longer timescale

Immediate Response: Reaction of the people as the 

disaster happens

Long-term Response: Later reactions that occur in the 

weeks, months and years after the event

Monitoring: Recording the physical changes e.g. 

tracking storms through forecasting and satellites. 

Using seismographs to measure earthquakes, using 

thermal imaging to predict volcanic eruptions.

Processes at plate margins

Formation of tropical storms

Water vapour 

rises from warm 

oceans (26.5oC) 

due to strong 

upwards wind

Evaporated water 

vapour cools and 

condenses to form 

tall thunderstorms

Small storms join 

together forming a 

giant rotating 

storm. Winds 

reach 75 mph 

forming a tropical 

storm

The storm 

develops with an 

eye in the centre 

where the air 

descends. The 

eye wall has the 

most intense 

winds

The storm is 

pushed across 

the ocean by the 

prevailing winds, 

the storm 

continues to 

gather energy

When the storm 

reaches land its 

energy supply 

(ocean) is cut 

off, friction with 

the land slows 

and weakens 

the storm.

Climate change evidence: change in carbon molecules in Ice cores, shrinking glaciers, rising sea levels, seasonal changes e.g. milder winters, 

warmer wetter summers, increased storm intensity.

Human Causes: Burning fossil fuels, 

increased transport, deforestation, increased 

agriculture and livestock, factories for 

manufacturing.

Physical Causes: Milankovitch Cycle, sun 

spots, volcanic eruptions

Management: Renewable energy e.g. Wind,/ 

solar, HEP. Planting trees, carbon capture, 

international agreements, drought resistant 

crops, sea walls, new irrigation systems.

Ridge push forces the 

plates away from each 

other

Slab pull, pulls the plates towards 

each other the oceanic crust is 

subducted below the continental crust 

Two plate move past each other, friction 

builds between the plates, when this is 

suddenly released it causes an earthquake
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Read 

The uninhabitable Earth, A Story of the 

Future - David Wallace-Wells

Watch

Extinction - David Attenborough

The Year the Earth Went Wild

BBC Natural disasters series 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/topics

/Natural_disasters

Listen 

Podcast: Geography Ninja

Homework

1: Knowledge Organisers

These provide the basic knowledge for each topic which 

needs to be known off by heart. This may include, key 

words, key concepts, costs and benefits.

2: Meanwhile, elsewhere

What we learn in our lessons only offers a glimpse of the 

world. To widen our understanding, one page research 

sheets will be used to explore what else was going on 

around the world at the same time as the topic we are 

studying. These need to be researched using the links 

and resources provided and completed.

3: Revision

Preparing for Geography assessments is an essential 

part of each topic, as these assessments allow teachers 

and pupils the chance to check their progress in 

Geography. Revising gives you the chance to show off 

what you know.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/topics/Natural_disasters

